
DIARY BY CHUCK PALAHNIUK FROM A

Diary is a novel by Chuck Palahniuk. The book is written like a diary. Its protagonist is Misty Wilmot, a once-promising
young artist currently working as a .

But at least both sides admit his style is unique. The address where the letter is sent is from Tecumseh, GA.
The islanders create an exhibition of Misty's art work at the local hotel where a fire is started by Misty's
daughter, who is revealed to be alive after a previous point in the book when she was thought to have
drowned, and all the hotel's occupants are burned to death due to their being mesmerized by her painting.
After it is revealed to Misty that Tabitha is still alive, she learns that Tabitha smokes, flirts with boys, and is
not as loving, sweet, or innocent a child as she'd previously thought. How does she figure out what is going
on, and how does her understanding influence her actions? Misty discovers that the islanders, including her
father-in-law previously thought to be dead are involved in a conspiracy which repeats every four generations.
But he dies not long after, along with Grace in the burning hotel. A maid in a hotel on the beautiful tourist
island Waytansea, Misty is playing clean-up crew for her comatose husband, Peter. Why does Misty allow her
drinking habit to be replaced by the little green pills, even when they give her terrible headaches? Misty is
often annoyed by her, whether it's the way she wastes Misty's money, or the way she's influencing Tabitha.
Was is the important word here. Still, this is the kind of harum-scarum theatrical that he does best; incantatory,
festishistic, sledgehammer-witty, an acrid take on the old conspiracy of rich versus poor and a high-speed
speculation about how we live, how we die and what we leave behind. The one fault I? Peter, Misty's husband,
attempted to warn her of this plot using his hidden writing and it is revealed that his suicide attempt was in
fact a murder attempt. Daniel Touchet, M. Misty was raised in a trailer park in Tecumseh Lake, Georgia by
her hippie mother. With her mother-in-law and daughter cheering her onâ€”or coercing her with backwards
threatsâ€”Misty starts painting again. Why is she both laughable and sinister? Misty has been reduced to the
lowly condition of a mere waitress within a common resort hotel. Without ever becoming boring or pedantic
or? His language is actually quite down to earth and he implements literary devices? Misty is forced to fulfil a
perverse sacrificial destiny for the island, joining the historic Waytansea School of Painters whose ghostly
19th-century originals have also scrawled cryptic messages of doom on the books and houses of the island. In
Lullaby, a poem on a page in a book is so powerful that it kills all the children exposed to it. What is being
staged, and what is she imagining? Grown-up rich-boy Peter Wilmot has walled them off, scrawled all over
their interiors with threats like "set foot on this island and you will die", then attempted suicide, sending
himself into a coma. Does Misty love Peter? It is implied that this old jewelry works to lure and entrap Misty
because it was hers in a past life, during which these same events played out before. Plot summary[ edit ]
Diary takes the form of a "coma diary" telling the story of Misty Marie Wilmot as her husband lies senseless
in a hospital after a suicide attempt. It never reads like a diary, or anything a bitter, hard-drinking, trailer-bred
art student might actually produce. When Misty starts getting calls from people who say that rooms are
missing in houses Peter has remodeled, things get more and more bizarre. On page , Stilton says "The white
supremacy movement and the Green Party have connections going way back. It will involve the debauching of
an innocent, it will twist in the middle of the book into something even more surreal than it already is, and it
will, on account of its dynamism and sheer imaginative off-the-wallness, never feel formulaic. Misty's
lucrative art products, pictures of sheer perfection, will save the island, the inhabitants think. He arrests Misty
under suspicion of murder and arson. His target is the fake surface of things, and Diary is a book that
sometimes does get under the skin, a satisfying enough piece of emergency surgery, though its spiralling plot
demands a mighty suspension of disbelief even for a Palahniuk book. He hands out a gaze into an island of
seriously venomous people.


